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Simplified IT Management for Enhanced Collaboration

In today’s highly competitive and quickly evolving global Oil & Gas market, completing business-critical projects efficiently 
provides you with the edge over others in the industry. With information being generated at such a rapid rate and new 
technologies to adapt, it is imperative to keep your content organized in order to facilitate collaboration and promote 
productivity. Microsoft SharePoint is a leading collaboration platform where information can be centralized and shared to 
improve operational efficiency across the organization. However, maintaining the platform – with an increasingly globalized 
user base, stringent industry compliance standards, and integrating new technologies such as cloud hosted infrastructure and 
software – is a challenge.

Whether you’re upstream, midstream, or downstream, having a reliable platform that supports the way your users work 
provides them with the confidence needed for global collaboration, both internal and external.

Key Concerns 

Simplifying Infrastructure Accessing and Sharing Compliance with Industry 
and Content Management Business-critical Information Regulations

Scaling infrastructures to meet Finding the right information Preventing violations of industry 
business demands without quickly and easily to ensure and corporate policies and 
straining maintenance efforts efficiency as well as promote regulations

knowledge sharing
Accommodating growing storage Establishing global regulations by 
needs while economically retaining System stability and reliability for defining records and their retention 
inactive content uninterrupted content access and period, and integrating with 

collaboration for geographically leading e-discovery platforms
Guaranteeing data integrity and dispersed users
security within hybrid cloud Maintaining control over internal 
environments Expediting content publishing and external collaboration efforts, 

without learning additional ensuring all external collaboration 
software or worrying about IT processes are audited
bottlenecks
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Unified Management Seamless Global Proactive Compliance 
System Collaboration Program

Reduce costs by connecting Maintain all relevant metadata Automate access and controls 
existing file share drives to avoid during the entire lifecycle of all across the enterprise to mitigate 
time- and resource-intensive content to ensure accuracy of the risk of incidents
migration, and moving information
storage-heavy unstructured data Detect, track, respond to, and 
(BLOBs) from expensive SQL Maintain high system availability to resolve content breaches
Server content databases to lower instill user confidence
tier or cloud storage Implement stronger security 

Point-in-time item restoration to controls to mitigate risk of future 
Single console management of quickly recover business-critical violations
globally deployed on-premise or content with minimal disruption
cloud-based infrastructure Protect content sensitivity, security, 

Global content, security, and and records management with a 
Predict storage growth with customizations synchronization scalable framework that supports 
comprehensive reporting to provides seamless collaboration all regional and/or industry 
anticipate costs and create charge for geographically dispersed compliance regulations and 
back models workforces standards

Automate data protection and Automated metadata-based Establish administrative 
retention with customized publication allows users to work parameters by limiting scope of 
scheduled jobs the way they’re accustomed to for management and capabilities

greater business efficiency
Monitor all administrative activities 
while delegating localized 
responsibilities

Secure Content and Connect Users Worldwide while Minimizing Costs

AvePoint’s Oil & Gas Solutions allows you to support a global workforce with a centralized collaboration platform that 
provides up-to-date information that is easy to access, while complying with international and industry regulations such as 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Our solution helps 
you maintain structure on your information architecture across all geographical locations so your users can easily find critical 
data – such as Authorization for Expenditure, Daily Drilling Reports, Environmental Impact Assessments, or Geo-analysis 
Reports – when and where they need it, whether at a local office or offsite on rigs and ships.

If you would like a solution demonstration or pricing information, please contact Sales@AvePoint.com


